
  
ACCREDITATION  

The request for press accreditation must be received by the organizers, on a duly completed form, until   

SATURDAY,AUGUST 12th, 2023  

The press accreditations will be delivered at the press office of the race in Saint-Ursanne or the press room 
at Les Malettes on the following days :  

Friday, August 18th, 2023 :   from 5 :00 pm to 7:30 pm (in Saint-Ursanne only) 
Saturday, August 19th, 2023 : from 7:00 am to 9:00 am and from 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm (in both Saint-
Ursanne and Les Malettes) 
Sunday, August 20th, 2023 :   from 7:00 am to 9:00 am and from 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm (in both Saint-
Ursanne and Les Malettes) 
 
The official tabards (FIA-ASS) are implicitly acknowledged. Their bearers must however fill in an 
accreditation form from the organizers.It is compulsory to have the media passes with you. Controls 
will be carried out during the race. 
 
Every journalist, photographer or cameraman/camerawoman moving about from place to place on the 
track, especially in the areas where spectators are not normally admitted, must wear an official tabard (FIA-
ASS) or a PRESS tabard (orange ASA or yellow MIAUTON) which can be obtained against a 20.- CHF 
deposit. The refunding will occur after the tabard has been returned. 
 
The track marshals will be inflexible concerning the safety instructions. 
 
IMPORTANT : The responsability of the organizers will not be engaged in case of personal accident 
or damage caused to third parties ; the bearers of media passes carry out their work under their 
own and exclusive responsibility and must be covered by a personal or professional insurance. 
 
In accordance with the FIA’s International Sporting Code on drones and other unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) and considering the configuration of he places (distances with the public, pilots, race course), the 
use of these devices is FORBIDDEN during the whole event, for safety reasons. Only the Organizazion is 
allowed to take aerial shots. 
These aerial shots are made available to the press or any person who can justify their use as part of a 
report or for any other achievement related to the event, provided that a proper and justified request has 
been made. 

  ASS + FIA         ASA  MIAUTON  

VALID + ACCREDITATION FORM   VALID + ACCREDITATION FORM  

 + Pass Press      + deposit de 20.- CHF ou 20 € + Pass Press  

It is possible to return the tabards either to the press room in Saint-Ursanne or the press room in 
Les Malettes.  

PRESS SERVICE :  Person in charge : Yves Ammann / yves.ammann@rangiers.ch  

          His assistant : Pierre-Eric Houmard / pierre-eric.houmard@rangiers.ch  

PRESS - REGULATION  


